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Try this nifty VPN software for a seamless browsing experience. Websites won't track you and geo-restrictions no longer apply to you. The solution for your secret browsing on your Android device. Surf the web comfortably with this application. It keeps your IP address hidden and makes your Internet
footprint virtually invisible. If you like your privacy when you browse the Internet, this is the app for you. There is nothing worse than trying to access content from another country and to access the website. This is where ExpressVPN can help you. Opting out more than a thousand servers around the world
to join, and geo-blocked websites will no longer be a problem. Explore a whole new world of videos, games, and other content with a secure connection. Apart from accessing limited content that maintains privacy, the connections you use have an abundance of security measures in place. This prevents
hackers from tinkering with your experience. ExpressVPN offers a simple interface. You want something easy to use and work efficiently. This software has a clear design and does not require a technology wizard to handle it. The options are easy to understand and ready to use. You just need to decide
which server you want and print connection. Despite a relatively good speed count, the overall performance of ExpressVPN is not good. Some servers are slow and don't load pages well. The software also can only have up to three connections. However, it shouldn't be much of a problem on the Android
version because you only buy a separate subscription for your device. Where can you run this program? This software is available for Android 4.0 and later. Is there a better alternative? Yes. NordVPN is cheaper and offers better performance across all its servers. This software works fine and has a large
number of servers, making it easier to connect wherever you are. This can improve its performance though, and perhaps allow more than three simultaneous compounds. Should you download it? No. If you're looking for an app that protects your privacy, ExpressVPN is an average option.. X-VPN is a
VPN that lets you browse protection for up to 500 MBs for free before you need to purchase a subscription. It promises quick browsing with nine different protocols and 500 servers around the world. Protecting your browsing connection is one of the most important actions to take in this technology age.
One of the main problems with the free version is its severely limited capabilities. You only have a few servers available and 500 MG of data. The premium trial session lasts only for seven days, while ExpressVPN offers three months free. Unfortunately, the compound is pretty weak. At random times, it
will refuse to connect, disconnect after a short period of use, or spend a minute loading before it starts. They had nine but they don't display what they do, showing the poor design elements. They do allow access to Netflix, but unlike NordVPN, you won't be able to get to Hulu. You can also do torrenting;
however, you need to be careful if their security protocols are not clearly defined. Where can you run this program? You can use it on Android 4.1 and beyond. Is there a better alternative? Yes, NordVPN is a better application. This gives an excellent value for the lower price while offering high-speed
connection around the world. ExpressVPN is another large VPN with its better security and intuitive user interface. There's not much about X-VPN making it worth downloading. The lack of transparency with protocols and slow connection speed makes it a rather uncertain VPN. Should you download it?
No. There are many better options available for a powerful VPN. Get rid of ads on your Android with AdLock.AdLock is a free app for Android that helps you stop the annoying ads for popping up your Android without the need for root access. The program will prevent the unwanted ads from ever
appearing. Not only on apps, but also from your screen when you're standing by standing. This will stop which form of advertising, including pop-up banners, flash banners, automated video, audio advertising, text advertising, malware contaminated advertising and spyware. It also helps you save on
battery life. And finally it will send you regular reports of the deleted threats and the amount of saved traffic. Download and block AdLock and remove all the unwanted online ads. Please drop at Tom's Guide for more exciting apps and the latest tips on Android.And you can visit Tom's Guide Forums for
any concerns about your Android. Download If you run an Android phone or tablet and the anonymity, security and geo limitation freedom that a VPN can offer, you want to get the right place to find the best free Android VPN app for you. A virtual private network will allow you to keep your digital life safer,
which means that your personal details are kept only kept it privately. It's great if you use open Wi-Fi like at coffee shops, airports or hotels where you're potentially open to threats. It is also ideal for watching geo limited shows on Netflix when abroad. We recommend ProtonVPN and Hotspot Shield for
those looking for free Android VPN options, but you can also consider stepping up to a paid option such as ExpressVPN. We have highlighted all the best VPNs for Android options before, but ExpressVPN gives you reliable service, fast speed, and all the compromises you might need to make for a free
option. This is our top choice for anyone looking for starting with a VPN. It offers a great mix of speed, reliability, outstanding customer service, and affordability. There's a 30-day money-back guarantee, so give it a shot today. From $6.67 per month at ExpressVPN With plans starting at about 6 cents per
month it's really hard to skip over Surfshark because it's a paid service. It offers a kloup of great features that you expect from a VPN provider, and is super easy to use. From $1.99 per month at Surfshark NordVPN offers an insanity amount of server locations from which you can choose and is one of the
best services for blocking streaming services. This is definitely the most famous brand in the VPN space at the moment. From $3.49 per month at NordVPN However, what is the best free Android VPN app? There's a lot to keep about each of the options we've included, so let's break down what the
differences are and help you choose the best free Android VPN app for you. Source: ProtonVPN 1. ProtonVPN: The safest VPN app for Android users Bottom line: ProtonVPN is our top pick for free Android VPN services, and one you'll want to download now. It provides unlimited bandwidth and large
security within an easy to use app. Compatible with: Windows, Mac, iOS, Android, Linux | Streaming services unblocked: Netflix, Hulu, BBC iPlayer, Amazon, YouTube | Servers: 800+ | Server Places: 50+ | Trial period: 30 days Swiss company Free plan available Free customers get lower speed during
peak times It is quite possible that you have heard of the ultra-secure ProtonMail before, right? Well, the same people who are behind making it work the way it also has a VPN app, and it happens that ProtonVPN is our choice for the best free Android VPN service at the moment. The company offers a
free and paid plan, but in all honesty the free version is more than enough for most users, especially for anyone who is looking to start. There are some limitations on the free plan, as you would think. ProtonVPN offers an unlimited amount of bandwidth to free users every month, but it suggests that during
peak times the company can accelerate the javelin of free users. Odds are you won't see much of the difference with it, but it's worth noting. Proton is a Swiss company, which means you don't have to worry about any type of data logging or laws they can spy on your activities. ProtonVPN offers a free
VPN connection for a single device with no data limise, but the company does offer lower speeds to free customers during peak times. From $0 per month at ProtonVPN Source: Hotspot Shield 2. Hotspot Shield: A fully featured free VPN app for Android Bottom line: This is one of our absolute favorite free
VPN providers overall, and the experience for those using an Android device is a good one. Compatible with: Windows, Mac, iOS, Android, Linux | Streaming services unblock: Hulu, BBC iPlayer, YouTube | Servers: 3,200+ | Server Locations: 130+ in 80+ Countries | Trial period: 45 days Connect
automatically secure encryption Good for securing public Wi-Fi No direct app protection Teams difficult to connect with Hotspot Shield, is a good VPN provider and tops us of the best free VPN options. The company, as mentioned above, offers both a free and paid plan option for people. The free plan is
a little more reserved than the one Proton offers, though, in what Hotspot Shield offers only free users 500MB data every day, which ends up getting about 15GB of data every month. It may not seem like a lot, but it is pretty significant and more than enough for most people. In addition, you can get up to 2
Mbps speed while connecting, and you are limited to SD streaming only (which helps you below the boundaries!). There are no logs and Hotspot Shield offers military-grade encryption. You can connect one device at a time, and there is only one virtual option available for free users, compared to the
hundreds for those who pay. Test the waters with the free version, and if it doesn't quite meet your needs you can always upgrade to. It doesn't take much for Hotspot Shield to automatically enable its VPN protection and secure all your data with military-grade encryption. From $0 per month at Hotspot
Shield Source: Windscribe 3. Windscribe VPN: Free plan comes with option to earn extra bandwidth Bottom line: Another one of our favorite free VPN is also a good paid option. There are many important features available here and the prices are quite affordable every month. Compatible with: Windows,
Mac, iOS, Android, Linux | Streaming services unblocked: Netflix, Hulu, BBC iPlayer, Amazon, YouTube | Servers: 400 | Server Locations: 110 Free plan offers spacious data bucket Supports unlimited simultaneous connections apps for all major platforms Speeds can slow down No 24/7 support There
are a lot of things to keep about Windscribe VPN, and that's why when we write about any type of best VPN style post we include it, but one of the outstanding features is that you can actually earn even more data on the free plan by doing simple things like sending a tweet. Seriously, it's so easy, and it's
pretty darn cool. It's not the fastest of all the options, but it offers customers for all majoy platforms, and there are a lot of different server locations spread all over the world. It is useful for those who are looking to be able to spoof places so you can access the media that might otherwise be geo-restricted.
It's great for using Kodi or on your router as well. Try out your free plan to start with its spacious data buckets, and then upgrade to the payment plan if you want yourself more of it. You can add to the healthy 10GB data award by tweeting your love for the Windscribe service and inviting friends. This is a
great way to bring even more data to your free pool. From $0 per month Windscribe Source: TunnelBear 4. TunnelBear VPN: One of the easiest VPN apps to use Bottom line: This Canadian company injects a bit of bear-related humor into its VPN, but focuses on simplicity and privacy privacy of which it
nails). Compatible with: Windows, Mac, iOS, Android, Linux | Streaming services unblocked: Netflix, Hulu, BBC iPlayer, Amazon, YouTube | Servers: 1,000+ | Server Locations: 23+ | Trial period: 30 days App is super easy to use uses independent specialists to perform audits apps available for large
platforms where TunnelBear stands out against the competition for best free Android VPN is in the app experience, and just how easy the service is to use. The company has removed all the extra options from the apps and has it super easy to start with and used on a daily basis, which is important. If you
are confused about setting it, or finding it complicated to connect, chances are you won't end up using it regularly. There are also apps for other platforms such as Windows, Mac, iOS, and more. There are 20 server locations that you can connect to, which is good to access geo-limited content while
traveling and on the road. Tunnelbear goes above and beyond when it comes to security as well. The company hires independent specialists to run security audits from its servers, that's something you won't see others do. This ensures that your data is handled safely, and exactly how TunnelBear says it
is. The data limit is low, but if you just look at testing the water or using it regularly, TunnelBear is a great choice to consider. From $0 per month at TunnelBear What is your VPN for? You should consider why you get a VPN before selecting a specific service. The three main reasons are to keep you
anonymous online, provide security and to unlock geo limited video streaming services and more. You may need all those things or just one. Not all VPNs can unlock all video content, with some struggling to unlock Netflix for example. Some VPN offers a double-hop encryption which means you get
double the depth of security, so if that's what you are after it's worth looking out for this feature. How much is an Android VPN and can I get a full version for free? While the prices for VPNs vary that remain fairly constant, is that the longer you connect to the cheaper it gets. Pay month to month and it will
eventually cost you more than you pay for that year before, as many services offer. But you are here for a free version. There are free trials on most services, or at least money-back guarantees, so you can try before you buy. So maybe you'll want to try a full service before going for a free option, since
you can find it's so much better you want to pay. There are many free VPN services, although you will be limited by the number of servers you can use and the data you get every month, in most cases. What is the best free Android VPN app? In our extensive review we found that ExpressVPN is the
overall outstanding service for everything you want. But it's not free. That said you get a money back guarantee so you can try for free, which we recommend. This means that unblocking geo-limited content such as Netflix, enterprise-level encryption security and anonymity, many server choices, an easy
program that is on many platforms and a super 24/7 live chat customer service. As mentioned above, we believe that ProtonVPN and Hotspot Shield are your best options when it comes to free Android VPN providers. Give them both a shot now and see which one you want. We test and review VPN
services in the context of legal recreational uses. For example: 1. Access to a service from another country (subject to the terms and conditions of that service). 2. Protecting your online security and strengthening your online privacy when abroad. We do not support or condone the illegal or malicious use
of VPN services. Seizing pirated content paid is not endorsed by Future Publishing. We can earn a commission for purchases using our links. Learn more. More.
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